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We owe Professor Campbell an apology for our failure to quote his electronic paper on varicose veins treatment rationing; despite that, we quoted two of his papers as an incentive for us to conduct our study. Regrettably, the keywords used for our search did not retrieve the electronic publication. We tried to search for Professor Campbell’s article, after receiving his comments, using Medline and the NHS National Library for Health resources, but we hit a blank search result even by trying the search using both the authors and the full article title. Only when we ‘googled’ the full title did we find the reference (a drawback of electronic publishing?).

We can still claim that our survey was the first survey to paper publish rather than electronically publish, but we agree with all of Professor Campbell’s other comments. However, despite the similarities between the two articles, our article remains unique in highlighting the huge regional variations existing in the UK, which was the main aim of the article.
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Hoosein and colleagues have correctly identified gaps in the consenting process for inguinal hernia repairs. Analysing data from the NHS Litigation Authority reveals a total of 223 claims following inguinal hernia repair made during the period 2002–2007.1 At the time of analysis, 159 of these cases were closed, representing 5.4% of the total closed cases relating to general surgery during that time period. Damages were paid in 64 cases (‘paid/closed’ ratio of 40.3%), summing up to a total of £1,636,510 (range, £600 to £170,000). Interestingly, 15 patients based their claim exclusively on ‘failure to be warned on the potential complications of the procedure’. Six patients had fatal outcome and another 11 patients had to undergo orchidectomy as a result of ischaemic orchitis. Further aetiological analysis is presented in Table 1.

It is evident that the current consent process can potentially fail to inform patients effectively on the sinister risks associated with hernia surgery, thus leading to postoperative patient dissatisfaction and litigation with significant costs for the NHS. Junior trainees need to be appropriately educated on the above risks. We further support the move towards procedure-specific consent forms for such commonly performed operations.
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